Introduction 25
Ground granulated blast-furnace slag (GGBS) is an industrial by-product of steel manufacturing, 26
and is widely used as a supplementary cementitious material (SCM) in concrete production to 27 partially replace ordinary Portland cement (OPC) [1] . The use of GGBS as a SCM not only reduces 28 the porosity of OPC concrete, via the precipitation of additional calcium-silicate-hydrate (C-S-H) 29 gel [2] , but also lowers the carbon footprint of concrete due to the reduced usage of OPC [3] . In 30 addition, GGBS is one of the major precursor materials used in the production of alkali-activated 31 materials (AAMs); a type of alternative cementitious material that exhibits comparable mechanical 32 performance to blended slag cement (i.e., CEM III/B) and similar or even lower global warming 33 potential compared with "the best available concrete technology" [4] . Both applications of GGBS 34 (as a SCM and in AAMs) have a history of over a hundred years (the commercial production of 35 OPC-GGBS blended cement dated back to the late eighteenth century while alkali-activated slag 36 was first patented in 1908 by a German cement chemist and engineer Kuehl [5] ) and are still 37 drawing widespread interest from the cements community [6, 7] . 38
Although GGBS is currently used in OPC and AAM concrete production, the local atomic 39 structures of GGBS and the main reaction products that form in both types of concrete, which are 40 based on an aluminum substituted calcium-silicate-hydrate gel (commonly denoted as C-A-S-H 41 gel), are still not fully understood [8] . In OPC-based systems the gel is commonly referred to as 42 All GGBS powders were activated with a sodium hydroxide solution. This solution was prepared 157 by dissolving NaOH pellets (Sigma-Aldrich, reagent grade) in liquid D2O (Sigma-Aldrich, 99.9%), 158 with the final mix proportions being: 7g of Na2O for every 100g of GGBS powder, with a 159 GGBS/D2O weight ratio of 0.483 for AU-GGBS, 0.482 for IR-GGBS and 0.389 for all the other 160
GGBSs. This higher water content for the Australian (AU) and Ireland (IR) alkali-activated pastes 161 was necessary to achieve a paste mixing consistency similar to the other (lower water content) 162 pastes. All pastes were mixed by hand for 2 minutes and then sealed in air-tight containers and left 163 to cure for approximately 6 months. Prior to measurement, the samples were ground using a mortar 164 and pestle in an inert environment. 165
Both the neat GGBSs and hydroxide-activated GGBS pastes were measured using X-ray PDF 166
analysis. For each sample, the powder was loaded into a polyimide capillary and measured on the 167 9 | P a g e 11-ID-B beam line at the Advanced Photon Source, Argonne National Laboratory, under room 168 temperature conditions. The samples were analyzed using a wavelength of 0.2114 Å and a Perkin-169
Elmer amorphous silicon two-dimensional image plate detector [37] . The wavelength was selected 170 to provide a compromise between high flux (statistics), Q-resolution and a sufficient maximum 171 momentum transfer. The detector was located 175 mm from the sample. Data were collected for 172 30 minutes per sample. The data conversion from 2D to 1D was carried out using the program 173
Fit2D [38, 39] with CeO2 as the calibration material. 174
The pair distribution function (PDF), G(r), is obtained by taking a sine Fourier transform of the 175 measured total scattering function, S(Q), where Q is the momentum transfer, as outlined by Egami 176 and Billinge [29] . The PDF data were obtained using PDFgetX2 [40] , with a Qmax of 20 Å -1 . The 177 instrument parameters were refined by using a standard calibration material (nickel, Aldrich) and the refinement program PDFgui [41] . The refined parameters (Qbroad = 0.016 Å -1 and 179 Qdamp = 0.035 Å -1 ) were used for subsequent refinement of crystalline phases during analysis of 180 the PDF data. 181
Results and Discussion 182

Reciprocal Space Analysis 183
Figs.1a and 1b show the normalized X-ray total scattering patterns for the GGBS powders and the 184 hydroxide-activated GGBS pastes, respectively. The broad diffuse peak centered at ~2.16 Å -1 in 185 Fig. 1a is clearly visible in all the diffraction patterns and is attributed to the amorphous 186 calcium/magnesium-rich aluminosilicate glassy phase in GGBS (in agreement with previous X-187 ray diffraction studies on GGBSs [14, 20, 23] ). It is apparent from Fig. 1a that besides this broad 188 peak there are no observable features in the diffraction patterns for AU, IR, SP and UK-2 GGBSs, 189 indicating that these four sources of GGBS are amorphous. For the other GGBSs (COL, CAN) the diffraction patterns contain Bragg peaks associated with crystalline phases in addition 191 to the dominant diffuse peak. After alkali-activation (Fig. 1b) the diffuse peak associated with the 192 glassy phase is still present, but is superimposed with a new, more defined peak situated at ~2.07 193 Å -1 . Hence, these results imply that some unreacted GGBS remains in the hydroxide-activated 194 GGBS pastes after 6 months of curing. The emergence of the new peak at ~2.07 Å -1 is attributed 195 to the formation of a C-S-H type product (sodium-containing C-(N)-A-S-H gel [26] ). This peak 196 appears to have a smaller full width at half maximum (FWHM) compared to the main diffuse peak 197 in GGBS, implying that the resultant gel is slightly more ordered at the atomic level compared to 198 GGBS. However, compared with C-A-S-H and C-S-H gel, which exhibit certain degrees of 199 nanocrystallinity, C-(N)-A-S-H gel is predominately amorphous [9] . It is also observed that several 200 new Bragg peaks emerge in the diffraction patterns after alkali-activation (Fig. 1b) due to the 201 formation of secondary hydration products. These secondary products are rather similar for all the 202 pastes despite the large differences in the chemical compositions of the neat GGBSs. Phase identification results based on the X-ray total scattering patterns ( Fig. 1 ) are summarized in 211 Table 2 . It is clear that the main phase in all the GGBSs is amorphous, and is attributed to a 212 calcium/magnesium-rich aluminosilicate glassy phase. The COL-, AU-and SP-GGBSs have been 213 studied previously [20] , where the amorphous content was shown to exceed 98 % in these GGBSs. 214
In COL-GGBS, crystalline calcite (CaCO3, PDF #01-083-0577), quartz (SiO2, PDF #00-046-215 1045), and gehlenite (Ca2Al2SiO7, PDF #00-035-0755) are identified, which is consistent with 216 previous investigations [20, 21] on the same GGBS source. The present of calcite in this source of 217 GGBS has been attributed to a small degree of weathering [20] . UK-1 and CAN-GGBS, both 218 gehlenite and åkermanite (Ca2MgSi2O7, PDF #01-074-2522) have been identified. Merwinite 219 (Ca3MgSi2O8, PDF #00-035-0591) is also detected in CAN-GGBS. 220
Phase identification of the hydroxide-activated GGBS pastes reveals that a sodium-containing 221 aluminum substituted C-S-H phase (C-(N)-A-S-H gel) is present in the reciprocal space data, with 222 this phase matching the Bragg peaks attributed to poorly ordered C-S-H(I) (CaSiH2O4, PDF #00-223 034-0002) [42] . However, depending on the chemical composition of GGBS and the type of 224 activator used, the Ca/Si and/or Al/Si ratio of the C-(N)-A-S-H gel may vary [43] , which will lead 225 to differences in the atomic structure of the gel, as will be shown later in this study. In addition to 226 the main binder phase (C-(N)-A-S-H gel), a hydrotalcite-like phase with LDH structure has been 227 identified as the secondary hydration product in all but the COL-GGBS-based paste owing to the 228 low MgO content in COL-GGBS (~1.2 wt. %). This is consistent with previous investigations 229 which showed that the hydrotalcite-like phase (LDH) was observed only in alkali-activated 230
GGBSs with relatively high MgO in the neat GGBS (> 5 wt. %) [13, 14, 20, 23, 24, 44, 45] . 231
Although the hydrotalcite-like phase was not detected in the COL-GGBS-based paste, traces of 232 gismondine and a LDH-type calcium monocarboaluminate hydrate phase (C4AcH11, 233 14 | P a g e Ca4Al2O6CO3·11H2O, PDF #00-054-0848) [46, 47] have been identified. Identification of 234
C4AcH11 instead of the hydrotalcite-like phase is apparent in Fig. 1b The C4AcH11 phase has been reported to exist in cementitious systems, especially for tricalcium 237 aluminate cement blended with limestone [48] [49] [50] and Na2CO3-activated slag cement [51] . 238
Thermodynamic calculations also predict the formation of C4AcH11 in OPC [52] and Na2CO3-239 activated GGBS [43] . However, it has never before been identified in hydroxide-or silicate-240 activated GGBS systems, including those reported in refs. [20] [21] [22] , where sodium silicate-activated 241 COL-GGBS paste was investigated. Hence, our result demonstrates that the hydroxide activator 242 can lead to the formation of a calcium aluminate LDH (C4AcH11) in alkali-activated GGBS with 243 low magnesium content (1.2 wt. % MgO in the case of COL-GGBS), potentially due to the 244 presence of calcite in the GGBS. 245
When comparing the XRD results of AU-GGBS-and SP-GGBS-based pastes presented in ref.
[20] 246
with those in the current study, it is found that although a hydrotalcite-like phase was also 247 identified in the silicate-activated system with high MgO content (> 5 wt. %), the XRD peak 248 intensities are much smaller, which is in agreement with other studies [13, 24, 26] . However, SEM-249 EDX analysis in refs. [13, 14, 23, 24] clearly indicated the presence of a hydrotalcite-like phase 250 finely intermixed with C-(N)-A-S-H gel for both silicate-and hydroxide-activated GGBSs. The 251 apparent discrepancies in XRD results for the silicate-and hydroxide-activated GGBS could be 252 caused by differences in the quantity, size and/or crystallinity of the hydrotalcite-like phases 253
formed. Additional research is required to determine the local atomic structural motifs of the 254 magnesium-rich regions in these pastes and compare the results with bulk hydrotalcite-like phases, 255 15 | P a g e with transmission electron microscopy combined with electron-based radial distribution functions 256 well-suited for acquiring this information. 257 and the 002 reflection of C4AcH11, whereas the Bragg peak at ~1.65 Å -1 corresponds to the 006 261 and 004 reflection for hydrotalcite-like phase and C4AcH11, respectively [53, 54] . This gives a 262 layer thickness of ~7.68 Å (d003 and d002) for the LDH structures, which is in general agreement 263 with the literature [46, 47, 53] . It is clear that these peaks in CAN-GGBS-based paste occur at 264
smaller Q values compared to the other pastes containing the hydrotalcite-like phase, which 265 corresponds to slightly larger layer thickness. According to Bellotto et al. [53] , the layer thickness 266 in the CO3-Mg,Al-based LDH system increases with increasing Mg/Al ratio, which implies that 267 the LDH formed in the CAN-GGBS-based paste has a higher Mg/Al ratio than the others in the 268 current study. This interpretation of the diffraction data is reasonable since CAN-GGBS has an 269 Mg/Al ratio at least 2-3 times higher than the other GGBSs. It is also observed in Fig. 1c that 270 C4AcH11 formed in the low-Mg COL-GGBS-based system exhibits slightly larger Q values than 271 the hydrotalcite-like phase for the first two peaks (most noticeable in the second C4AcH11 peak at 272 ~1.65 Å), and therefore the C4AcH11 phase has a slightly smaller layer thickness [47, 53] . The 273 other small features visible in Fig. 1c are attributed to C-(N)-A-S-H gel and gismondine as well as 274 crystalline phases (quartz, gehlenite and åkermanite) detected in the neat GGBSs. 275
16 | P a g e
Pair Distribution Functions of GGBSs 276
To discover the local atomic structural arrangements of the glassy phases in the GGBSs, the 277 dominant crystalline phases (calcite and quartz, if present) have been removed from the X-ray PDF 278 data using PDFgui [41] . Details on this subtraction process have been outlined in our previous 279 investigation [9] . after removing calcite and quartz, indicating that crystalline gehlenite (identified in COL-GGBS, 282 Table 2 ) does not contribute to the long range ordering in the PDF data owing to its small quantity. 283
Therefore, prior to analysis of the PDF data for the different GGBSs and pastes, contributions to 284 the PDF data from calcite and quartz, if present, have been removed (Table S1 in Supplementary  285 Material contains additional information about the refined parameters). However, contributions 286 from other crystalline phases (i.e., gehlenite, åkermanite and merwinite) have not been removed 287 due to (i) their relatively minor quantities in the GGBSs studied here, and/or (ii) the presence of 288 partial occupancies (leading to erroneous atom-atom correlations in the simulated PDF) that make 289 them difficult to remove using the method outlined in ref. [9] . For the alkali-activated GGBS pastes, 290 it would be desirable to remove the contributions from the crystalline LDHs (hydrotalcite-like 291 phases and C4AcH11) and gismondine so that the main binding phase (C-(N)-A-S-H gel) can be 292 isolated and analyzed. However, since the secondary hydration products are often finely 293 intermixed with C-(N)-A-S-H gel [42, 45] , and hydrotalcite has partial occupancies in all the 294 structure files available in the ICSD database, it is almost impossible to completely isolate 295 hydrotalcite and related phases in the PDF data using current methods [9] . Therefore, the PDF 296 contributions from all the secondary reaction products have not removed from the pastes. 297 17 | P a g e from calcite and quartz, which shows that the overall PDF profiles appear similar irrespective of 301 the compositional differences. It should be noted that the peaks located at below ~1 Å are artifacts 302 arising from statistical noise, imperfect corrections and termination errors [29] . It is clear that there 303 is a lack of distinct atom-atom correlations above ~5 Å for AU, IR, SP, UK-1, UK-2 and COL 304 GGBSs, indicating that these six GGBSs are amorphous after the removal of any contributions 305 from calcite and quartz, which is consistent with the reciprocal space analysis. For there are distinct crystalline features in the PDF above ~5 Å, which are caused by the remaining 307 crystalline phase (i.e., merwinite). 308
According to the molecular dynamic simulations on the atomic structure of GGBS [55] and 309 calcium aluminosilicate glasses [56] and diffraction studies of calcium-magnesium silicate glasses 310 18 | P a g e (i.e., Ca and Mg)), which aligns with the broad peak between ~5 and ~8 Å in all PDFs in Fig. 3a . 313
Similarly, the broad peak between 8 and 10 Å in Fig. 3a could The Mg-O correlation at ~2.00 Å is relatively weak in all GGBS PDFs due to the small amount of 330 magnesium relative to calcium and silicon, and therefore it is possible that this correlation is 331 influenced by the termination ripples associated with the Fourier transformation of a finite 332 diffraction data set (total scattering data) [29] . However, analysis of the PDF data using a range of 333 (Table 1) , and the corresponding PDF of CAN-339 GGBS (Fig. 3b) A quantitative analysis of these first three peaks in GGBSs is presented in Fig. S2 in the  341 Supplementary Material, which reveals that the intensities of the Mg-O and Ca-O correlations in 342 GGBS increase linearly with increasing magnesium and calcium content, as to be expected. The 343 Si/Al-O peak intensity is relatively the same among the different GGBSs due to the similar 344 aluminosilicate content across all GGBSs (< 5 wt. % difference, Table 1 ). 345
The peaks at ~3.1 Å, ~3.4 Å and ~3.6 Å are assigned to Si-Si/Al, Mg-Si/Al and Ca-Si/Al 346 correlations, respectively. The Si-Si/Al peak intensity represents the connectivity between silica 347 and aluminum tetrahedra in GGBSs, which shows that there are slight differences between the 348 various GGBSs. A systematic analysis of these differences will be performed in Section 4.4. The 349
Mg-Si/Al correlation is most noticeable in CAN-GGBS due to its high magnesium content, 350 whereas in COL-GGBS the magnesium content is negligible and the corresponding peak is almost 351 invisible. The Ca-Si/Al correlation for CAN-GGBS is less intense than the other GGBSs due to its 352 lower calcium content ( Table 1) . The peaks between 4 and 5 Å are difficult to assign due to 353 overlapping atom-atom correlations in this region, although the peak at ~4.3 Å (most intense for 354 SP-GGBS) may be attributed to the second Si/Al-O atom-atom correlation [55] . 355
Pair Distribution Functions of Hydroxide-Activated GGBS Pastes 356
The X-ray PDFs for the hydroxide-activated GGBS pastes are shown in Fig. 4a. Compared with  357 the PDFs of the neat GGBSs in Fig. 3a , the PDFs of the pastes display more coherent atom-atom 358 correlations due to an increase in atomic ordering for the reaction products (especially the 359 secondary reaction products crystalline LDHs). In addition, the PDFs for the different pastes 360 21 | P a g e appear to possess similar atomic ordering despite the differences in the chemical compositions of 361 the neat GGBSs, which is due to the fact that the primary and secondary reaction products formed 362 in the pastes are similar, as already discussed in the phase identification results in Section 4.1. It 363 is also clear that all the pastes display some degree of ordering below ~20 Å, above which few 364 features can be observed. The result agrees with our recent X-ray PDF study on the nanostructure 365 of alkali-activated material gels [9] , which showed that binder gel (C-(N)-A-S-H and/or N-A-S-H) 366 is predominantly amorphous with atomic ordering present below ~15 Å. Comparing the paste 367
PDFs in this study (hydroxide-activated) to the PDF of silicate-activated GGBS (see Fig. S3 in the 368
Supplementary Material) reveals that hydroxide-activated pastes are slightly more ordered; due to 369 the more extensive formation of crystalline secondary products (such as hydrotalcite-like phases) 370 [13, 24, 26] , as already discussed in Section 4.1. In either case (hydroxide-or silicate-activated), 371 the C-(N)-A-S-H gels formed in alkali-activated GGBSs are intrinsically less ordered than 372 synthetic C-S-H gels (model system for OPC pastes), which exhibit long range ordering up to ~40 373 Å [9, 31], although synthetic C-A-S-H gel is seen to become more ordered via the uptake of alkali 374
cations (as determined by XRD analysis). 375
The atom-atom correlations below 5 Å in the hydroxide-activated GGBS pastes are shown in Fig.  376 4b. The peaks at ~1.64 Å, ~2.00 Å and ~2.38 Å are assigned to Si/Al 
Quantitative Analysis of Atom-Atom Correlations 428
As mentioned in the previous section, there appears to be an inverse relationship between the Ca-429 O and Si-Si/Al peak in the alkali-activated pastes in Fig. 4 respectively, if present in the samples. It is reasonable to believe that this would not change the 450 general trend clearly observed in Fig. 6 where the alumina/silica polyhedral connectivity is seen 451 to decrease monatomically with increasing calcium content, because it has been shown in Fig. S3  452 in the Supplementary Materials that removing PDF contribution of C4AcH11 phase does not cause 453 much change to the PDF of the COL-GGBS-based paste. This behavior indicates that the degree 454 of polymerization in these system (i.e., C-S-H, C-(N)-A-S-H and GGBS) decreases with increasing 455 calcium content. This is due to the presence of calcium, which increases the tendency of framework 456 disorder leading to the rupture of tetrahedron linkages [15, 67] . These results clearly demonstrate 457 the influence of calcium in dictating the atomic structure of these disordered glassy and 458 cementitious phases. It is generally agreed in the literature [28, 71, 75, 76] 
that C-(N)-A-S-H gel in alkali-activated 474
GGBS exhibits higher degrees of polymerization compared with the C-S-H gel. This is attributed 475 to the generally lower calcium content in C-A-S-H gel. However, even at similar intensities for 476 the Ca-O correlation as shown in Fig. 6 , the gel connectivity in the alkali-activated GGBS binders 477 is noticeably higher than that in the C-S-H gel, indicating that aluminum is also playing a key role. 478
In fact, the impact of aluminum uptake on the structure of C-S-H has been analyzed in a number 479 of investigations [8, [75] [76] [77] , which showed that aluminum incorporation tends to increase the 480 degree of gel polymerization. This is likely due to the restrictions in where aluminum substitution 481
can occur in C-S-H gel (aluminum preferentially substitutes into bridging sites in silica chain [75, 482 77-79] Previous literature has shown that an increase in the aluminum content of GGBS leads to higher 488 aluminum uptake in the resulting C-(N)-A-S-H gel after alkali-activation [23] . Given that 489 aluminum incorporation in C-(N)-A-S-H increases the gel connectivity, this means that GGBS 490 with a higher aluminum content is likely to result in a higher gel connectivity in the C-(N)-A-S-H. 491
To investigate this behavior, the aluminosilicate gel connectivity ((Si-Si/Al)÷(Si/Al-O) value) of 492 the hydroxide-activated GGBS pastes has been plotted against the Al2O3 and CaO content (in 493 molar fractions) of the neat GGBSs, as shown in Fig. 7 . Fig. 7a clearly shows that the gel 494 connectivity in the paste decreases with increasing aluminum content in the GGBS. Meanwhile, 495 Another interesting point to note in Fig. 6 is that the (Si-Si/Al)÷(Si/Al-O) ratio in hydroxide-507 activated GGBS paste appears to be higher than that in silicate-activated GGBS paste. This appears 508 to contradict previous investigations [10, 18, 28] where it was found that the C-(N)-A-S-H gel in 509 silicate-activated GGBS is more polymerized compared with the gel formed in hydroxide-510 activated GGBS. However, as shown in the Supplementary Material, once unreacted GGBS is 511 removed from the hydroxide-activated GGBS pastes, the ratio is seen to coincide with neat GGBS 512 (and also the silicate-activated GGBS pastes). Therefore, any difference in gel connectivity 513 between hydroxide-and silicate-activated GGBS cannot be elucidated from important to note that, as outlined in the Supplementary Material, removal of contributions from 515 unreacted GGBS in the data presented in Fig. 6 reveals that hydroxide-activated GGBS paste 516 without the unreacted GGBS behaves in a similar manner to hydroxide-activated GGBS paste 517 when assessing the (Si-Si/Al)÷(Si/Al-O) versus Ca-O peak height correlation. 518
As is the case for C-S-H and C-(N)-A-S-H gel, the structure of neat GGBS can be considered as a 519 depolymerized aluminosilicate network charge balanced by network modifiers [60] . According to 520 Shimoda et al. [60] , a GGBS with a chemical composition of (Ca3.61Mg0.82)(Al1.38Si2.75)O12.00, 521 similar to that of the AU-GGBS in the current study, contains silica with an average connectivity 522 of Q 2.2 . This connectivity value of 2.2 for the glassy structure in GGBS is similar to that of the C-523 (N)-A-S-H gel in silicate-activated GGBSs [10, 18, 28] , which explains the similar (Si-524 Si/Al)÷(Si/Al-O) ratios exhibited by GGBS and C-(N)-A-S-H gel (in the silicate-activated GGBS 525 pastes) in Fig. 6 . It is also observed for GGBS that there is a decrease in connectivity of the glass 526 network with increasing Ca-O intensity (black triangles in Fig. 6 ) except for CAN-GGBS. On the 527 one hand, this clearly illustrates the impact of calcium on GGBS glass structures, consistent with 528 investigations on calcium and/or magnesium containing aluminosilicate glasses which showed that 529 increasing calcium content decreases the degree of polymerization in the glassy structure [56, 81] . 530
On the other hand, the exception for the CAN-GGBS indicates that while magnesium in alkali-531 activated GGBS paste is mainly incorporated in hydrotalcite-like phase [20] it plays a key role as 532 a network modifier cation (together with calcium) in the aluminosilicate network of GGBS. 533
Conclusions 534
The mineralogy and chemical composition of ground granulated blast-furnace slag (GGBS) is known 535 to vary considerably from source to source. This variability makes it challenging to fully understand 536 31 | P a g e the structural mechanisms occurring at the nanoscale during the alkali-activation reaction and the 537 subsequent development of the calcium-sodium aluminosilicate hydrate (C-(N)-A-S-H) gel together 538 with the formation of secondary phases. Here, X-ray total scattering and subsequent pair distribution 539 function (PDF) analysis have been used to investigate the influence of chemical variations in neat 540
GGBSs on the resulting phase formation and local atomic structures of the sodium-based 541 hydroxide-activated GGBS pastes. 542
Reciprocal space analysis of different GGBS sources showed that the GGBSs from Colombia, 543
Canada and UK-1 contain small amounts of crystalline phases (mainly 544 åkermanite/gehlenite/merwinite depending on the chemical composition of the GGBS, and traces 545 of calcite and quartz) whereas the other four GGBS samples were amorphous. However, regardless 546 of the mineralogical and chemical variability in the neat GGBSs, the primary reaction product after 547 alkaline-activation was C-(N)-A-S-H gel with a structure resembling highly disordered C-S-H (I). 548
A hydrotalcite-like phase formed in the majority of the pastes as the main secondary reaction 549 product except for the Columbia GGBS-based paste, where a monocarboaluminate hydrate 550 (C4AcH11) phase was detected due to the low MgO content of the corresponding GGBS. 551 PDF analysis confirmed the formation of the hydrotalcite-like and C4AcH11 phases as a result of 552 the alkali-activation reaction, and demonstrated that all the pastes exhibit a similar degree of 553 ordering up to ~20 Å despite the differences in GGBS chemical composition. Analysis of the local 554 atomic structure (< 5 Å) revealed that the atomic arrangements in the C-(N)-A-S-H gel varies 555 considerably depending on the chemical compositions, especially the calcium content of the raw 556
GGBSs. Specifically, the results indicate that the gel connectivity (degree of polymerization) of 557 the C-(N)-A-S-H gel in hydroxide-activated GGBS paste increases with decreasing calcium 558 content, with similar trends observed via analysis of published PDF data for synthetic C-S-H gel 559 32 | P a g e and silicate-activated GGBS pastes. Comparison of the C-S-H gel and the alkali-activated GGBS 560 pastes showed that aluminum uptake in C-(N)-A-S-H gel tends to increase gel connectivity which 561 is consistent with previous investigations. However, it appears that calcium has a more prominent 562 influence than aluminum in dictating the atomic structure of these cementitious gel. These results 563 clearly demonstrate the ability of PDF analysis to analyze the gel connectivity (degree of 564 polymerization) in complex aluminosilicate systems. 565 6 Acknowledgements 566
